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Abstract—The main service provided by the coming Quantum
Internet will be creating entanglement between any two quantum
nodes. We discuss and classify attacks on quantum repeaters,
which will serve roles similar to those of classical Internet
routers. We have modeled the components for and structure of
quantum repeater network nodes. With this model, we point out
attack vectors, then analyze attacks in terms of confidentiality,
integrity and availability. While we are reassured about the
promises of quantum networks from the confidentiality point of
view, we observe that the requirements on the classical computing/networking elements affect the systems’ overall security
risks. This component-based analysis establishes a framework
for further investigation of network-wide vulnerabilities.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The computers and networks in common use today are
built on classical notions of information, generally using
small amounts of electrical charge, the orientation of tiny
magnets, and optical signals as data. We typically treat the
data states as binary numbers or symbols and manipulate
them using familiar, comfortable Boolean logic. But over the
last three decades, a new theory of information based on
quantum mechanics has been discovered, quantum algorithms
have been developed, experimental demonstrations of quantum
computing have proliferated, and large-scale machines are on
the drawing boards [24], [30], [2], [27]. One of the oldest
and most successful areas in quantum information has been
quantum networks [26].
Work on quantum networks began with the recognition
that quantum states serve as exquisite sensors of the real
world, and can be used to detect the presence of eavesdroppers
on a quantum communication channel while creating shared,
secret random numbers useful as keys for encrypting classical
data, known as quantum key distribution [6]. The array of
proposed applications for distributed quantum information has
grown to include other cybernetic uses such as clock synchronization, reference frame alignment, and interferometry
for astronomy [19], [15], [3]. The development of large-scale
quantum computers would affect classical security systems
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that depend on the difficulty of certain computational problems, but conversely distributed security-related functions such
as Byzantine agreement and secret sharing recoup some of
those losses [5], [12]. Recently, Broadbent et al. developed
a fully blind method of conducting any arbitrary quantum
calculation [8], [9]. Unlike Gentry’s classical homomorphic
encryption [14], this technique hides the algorithm itself as
well as the input and output data. Thus, if we can find ways
of distributing quantum information over long distances, we
will enable valuable new functionality.
Quantum entanglement is a correlation between the states
of two or more quantum variables, stronger than any possible
classical correlation. Although entanglement cannot be used
to transmit information faster than the speed of light, two
quantum variables may be in an entangled state where their
values are decided randomly but seemingly in an instantaneously coordinated fashion without any apparent communication. This phenomenon worried Einstein enough that he dubbed
it “spooky action at a distance.” Many of the applications
just discussed require us to create this entanglement over a
distance. Quantum repeaters (Sec. II) are an important path
toward building a Quantum Internet that will achieve this goal.
The classical Internet has emerged over some five decades,
and security is a major area in research, engineering and
operations. Both hardware and software evolve quickly, and
both attacks and defense applied to network infrastructure
and end nodes emerge at an astounding rate. Some attacks
compromise individual computers or data, either during the
initiation or data transfer phases of a communication session,
by spoofing data packets, hijacking connections, or cracking
encryption. Attacks on sessions can also be attempted more
speculatively by compromising systems, then laying in wait
for opportunities to present themselves. Other vulnerabilities
affect the stability of the network itself by disrupting routing
or naming systems, or by flooding portions of the network with
excess traffic.
Here, we will concern ourselves primarily with the issue
of network stability for quantum networks, but in order to do
so we will develop a model of attacks on individual components. As engineers working in both classical and quantum
networking, we naturally wish to apply the lessons learned in
classical networks to minimize security issues with developing
quantum networks. We have asked ourselves two questions: Do
quantum networks present different operational vulnerabilities
than classical networks? and Can we apply known classical
countermeasures, or are new techniques required? In this
paper, we discuss the former question and leave the latter for

Quantum node internal links: All quantum elements in a
QNode are connected by quantum internal links.

a scale disproportionate to the fraction of the network compromised? While the attacks aiming at theft may affect operation
of a communication session, this category of question can lead
to us to question network functionality such as routing [28].
We will not fully answer these questions in this paper, but
the framework here will lead us to categorize ways in which
attackers might attempt to achieve these goals.

Classical node internal links: All classical elements in a
QNode are connected by classical internal links. A link might
be hardware, or just a software based interface.
Other classical computing elements: Since a QNode consists
of hybrid classical computing elements and quantum elements,
it also may have various classical computing elements such
as clock, memory, processor, and chassis including expansion
buses or backplanes.

B. Resources of Interest and Target Elements
An attacker wishing to achieve one of the goals of theft or
disruption obviously will begin by attempting to compromise
some of the qubits in the system.

C. Elements of QNode to QNode connection and external
resource
A QNode requires several external resources to operate.
Classical external connectivity: Through a CNIC, QNodes
are connected to the Internet. All QNodes communicate with
each other by this external classical connectivity.
Quantum external connectivity: All QNICs will be connected to other QNICs (or QNodes).

In this section, we describe the motivation of attacks with
a few examples and resources of interest for attackers, then
potential points of attack, by element.

As we alluded to in the introduction, an attacker’s purpose
may be:

•

to disrupt either the integrity or availability of quantum nodes or quantum networks.

For disrupting, either elements of a quantum network
node or quantum network channel can be a target.

1) Terminal qubits: The ultimate goal of the system is to
create entanglement between qubits in QApplication, which
is the terminus of the entanglement. The quantum operation
which the quantum application wants to run is executed
terminal qubit to terminal qubit, and is not affected by other
qubits. Terminal qubits are connected to other qubits only via
the in-node quantum channel (see below).

A. Motivation and Examples

to steal quantum information or to hijack a quantum
connection in order to steal either information or
computing resources; or

•

We have categorized elements into seven groups by their
properties with regard to their security:

P OTENTIAL ATTACKS

•

For stealing, either qubit or quantum computing resource can be stolen by retrieving one member of the
entangled Bell pair.

Two categories of elements exist in QNodes: quantum computing elements and classical computing elements. Each can be
attacked independently. Sophisticated attacks on both quantum
and classical parts in a coordinated manner are also possible.

Electric power: Chassis should be externally powered, possibly by multiple sources.
IV.

•

2) Interface qubits: Qubits in QNICs are used only temporarily. Once terminal qubits are entangled, the qubits in
QNICs play no further role in that operation. Interface qubits
are connected with other qubits either by the inter-node quantum channel or the in-node quantum channel (see below).
3) Buffer qubits: Qubits in QBuffers are used temporarily.
Once terminal qubits are entangled, the qubits in QBuffers play
no further role in that operation. Buffer qubits are connected
with other qubits via the in-node quantum channels (see below)
only.

These goals obviously parallel those in classical networks.
The biggest change in quantum networks is the presence
of entanglement, so we begin by considering the impact of
entanglement. Considering theft of information or resources
leads us to wonder, can use of entanglement result in copying
or disclosure of quantum data during a session? Can entanglement lurking in a repeater compromise later sessions
by hijacking valuable qubits or undetected disclosure? Even
without entanglement, can control of the quantum hardware
elements allow hijacking or disclosure?

4) In-node quantum channels: Internal quantum channels between QNIC-qubits, QBuffer-qubits and QApplicationqubits.
5) Inter-node quantum channels: Physical quantum channel between two QNodes (or two QNICs). The inter-node
quantum channel is an essential element for creating basic
inter-QNode entanglement.

Considering disruption of operations brings different questions. We know that classical hardware is vulnerable to damage
from strong electrical or optical pulses, leading us to wonder,
are quantum nodes more vulnerable than classical systems?
This question is implementation dependent, and is a moving
target we will not address here. More generally, can the
function of creating end-to-end entanglement be disrupted on

6) Inter-node classical channels: The inter-node classical
channel provides a basis for coordination between nodes.
Reliable and timely communication is important to create and
maintain terminal qubit to terminal qubit entanglement.
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7) Classical elements of nodes: Attacks on classical computing elements are well studied and explained by e.g. Weingart [29]. In our networks, the following classical computing
elements can be attacked:
•

CNIC

•

Internal classical channels

•

External classical channels

•

Controller resources such as clock, memory, processor

•

Chassis providing electric power
V.

3) Availability: Direct attacks on the hardware, such as
the RF attack, affect availability by preventing the designed
operation of qubits. For that kind of attack, an attacker may not
even need access to the target device itself, as radio waves can
blanket an area from a modest distance. Even with good RF
shielding, interference effects as weak as subway power and
control systems a kilometer away are known to affect some
systems. Other attacks, such as on the cooling or other control
systems, may be harder to carry out remotely.
B. Interface qubits
Interface qubits can be connected with interface qubits in
other QNodes via an inter-node quantum channel. They are
connected with either buffer qubits or terminal qubits inside
the QNode. Since interface qubits have direct contact with the
world outside of the QNode using a physical channel, they
may be the most vulnerable elements.

C LASSIFICATION OF ATTACKS

We will visit all seven groups of potential targets one
by one to assess three key aspects of information security
management: confidentiality, integrity, and availability [16].
We refer to the work of Mitrokotsa [22] as a basis, then
simplify the analysis since we cannot estimate costs.

1) Confidentiality: The need for randomized quantum tomography while working with a stream of Bell pairs is the
same as for terminal qubits. On the other hand, since interface
qubits are connected to an external system, they might be
affected either by an external system or the quantum channel.
Among the many attacks on QKD implementations developed
in Makarov’s lab, Jain et al. described an eavesdropper that
can probe a BB84 quantum key distribution (QKD) system [6]
by sending a bright pulse from the quantum channel into
the interface and analyzing the back-reflected pulses [17], a
classical attack on the hardware used for the quantum states.
Entanglement-based QKD protocols do not have this weakness, but a similar attack in which some optical detectors are
saturated could be used in a man-in-the-middle attack. (Note:
we may categorize this attack under “inter-node quantum
channel” also.)

A. Terminal qubits
Terminal qubits can interact only with interface qubits,
buffer qubits, or other terminal qubits via the in-node quantum
channel. Since terminal qubits do not have direct external
connectivity, a successful attack on a inter-node quantum
channel cannot be extended directly to an attack on terminal
qubits. Terminal qubits will be used by the application itself,
so naturally compromise of the application compromises the
qubits.
1) Confidentiality: Data in a classical memory buffer can
be assumed to be “safe”, untouchable from the outside world
provided the buffer cannot be reached by DMA hardware
that can be activated from outside and the host OS has not
been compromised. Our quantum data are similarly safe from
direct manipulation once stored in terminal qubits, but if an
eavesdropper has entangled a qubit of hers with our quantum
variable before it reaches this buffer, is this characteristic
altered? In fact, no; an eavesdropper gains no access to
information she did not already have at the time she entangled
her qubit with ours.

2) Integrity: Attackers may use the same means to destroy
data as with terminal qubits, but in addition may be able to
directly manipulate quantum states by inserting unauthorized
and unexpected optical pulses into the channel.
3) Availability: Because the qubits are directly attached to
the channel, it is possible to affect availability. A typical classic
attack like destruction or removal of hardware prevents the
designed operation of the qubits, but for that kind of attack,
the attacker should have access to the target device itself. Outof-system attacks are the same as terminal qubits.

However, assuming terminal qubits are being used to
temporarily hold halves of Bell pairs (completely generic
states with no secret information) before teleporting valuable
quantum data, we must randomly select some of the Bell pairs
for tomography to determine that an eavesdropper has not
entangled her qubits with ours, as we described in Sec. II.

C. Buffer qubits

Of course, since a terminal qubit is connected to a quantum
application controller, a compromise on the application side
of the hardware affects terminal qubits. This loss of control is
beyond scope of this paper since the application controller is
not part of the repeater.

Buffer qubits can interact with either interface qubits or
terminal qubits. Since buffer qubits do not have any external
connectivity, they are difficult to affect from external (internode) quantum channels or the application side of other hardware. Their vulnerabilities are similar to terminal qubits, but
compromising classical control of a repeater will be different
from compromising an application node.

2) Integrity: As just noted, of course data can be disclosed
or destroyed if the controller has been compromised. Outof-system attacks such as direct irradiation of a device with
RF noise could damage the quantum data and leave us with
garbage. If the attack is instead effected through the qubit
operation mechanism, data may be manipulated to alter values
in chosen ways.

1) Confidentiality: Same as terminal qubits.
2) Integrity: Same as terminal qubits, with the addition that
repeater placement may make it easier or harder to physically
access the node.
5

3) Availability: Same as terminal qubits, with the addition
that repeater placement may make it easier or harder to
physically access the node.

2) Integrity: Since this is a channel, discussion of integrity
is not applicable.
3) Availability: Any scheme that prevents classical communication between two quantum nodes will equally disrupt
the quantum communication.

D. In-node quantum channels
In-node quantum channels provide interconnection between
terminal qubits, buffer qubits and interface qubits. Since the
in-node quantum channel is not exposed to the outside of the
node, only indirect attack is possible.

G. Classical node resources
A node consists of various classical computing and control
elements such as microprocessors and high-precision clocks.
All classical attacks that can be used against classical node
resources may be possible. Also, some classical node resources
are especially important to achieve qubit operation. Synchronization of the clock operating on each side of an entangled
pair is such an example.

1) Confidentiality: The direct optical attack described
above is not possible on the in-node quantum channel without
directly modifying the hardware.
2) Integrity: Since this is a channel, discussion on integrity
is not applicable.

1) Confidentiality: Classical attacks include but are not
limited to: eavesdropping on data, other privacy threats such
as tracking, crypto attacks.

3) Availability: By attacking the hardware, it is possible
to affect availability. A typical classic attack like destruction
or removal of hardware prevents the correct operation of a
channel, preventing any sharing of entanglement unless another
quantum connection between subsystems exists.

2) Integrity: Many classical attacks are possible, including
but not limited to: relay attacks, replay attacks, message
(re)construction, data modifications, data insertion. It is possible to disrupt integrity by tweaking the timing of clock
information necessary to coordinate operations on qubits. This
can disrupt both integrity and availability at the same time.

E. Inter-node quantum channels
By using an inter-node quantum channel, interface qubits
can create node-to-node single hop entanglement. Since the
inter-node quantum channels are exposed, they can be potential
targets.

3) Availability: It is possible to disrupt availability by
tweaking timing of the clock necessary to operate on qubits.
This can break both integrity and availability at the same time.

1) Confidentiality: The detector attack described above
may be used to determine hardware settings, while the detector
saturation attack could be used to control what the classical
hardware sees. More analysis of this impact on repeater
operation is necessary. Since inter-node quantum channel is
just a fiber or similar channel between QNodes, it is relatively
easy to get access to these channels.

VI.

C ONCLUSION

We have provided an analysis of security for a quantum
repeater architecture based on our current knowledge, by referring to proposed taxonomies for classical systems, especially
RFID systems. By providing a model of a quantum repeater
network and grouping the elements of the modeled repeater,
we provide a first look at the kinds of attacks that may be
possible.

2) Integrity: Since this is a channel, discussion on integrity
is not applicable.
3) Availability: By attacking the hardware, it is possible
to affect availability. Any attempt to copy the data in this
channel or to “listen in” by measuring the data will result
in tomography detecting poor fidelity and the presence of an
eavesdropper. This denial of service attack is one of the most
obvious weaknesses of quantum networks if robustness is an
important design goal. Since an inter-node quantum channel
is just a fiber or such cable between QNodes, it is relatively
easy to get access to these channels.

From the point of view of confidentiality, quantum repeater
systems have great advantages. Since it is possible to detect the
presence of an eavesdropper, detection of a breach of confidentiality is possible. Quantum tomography sacrifices a portion of
our stream of Bell pairs as part of ongoing network monitoring
operations as needed to tune certain physical parameters to
optimize the fidelity of our entanglement. This process is
extended to include eavesdropper detection by choosing the
portion sacrificed for tomography at random. As long as
tomography indicates that high fidelity is achieved on the endto-end connection, our remaining stream of entangled qubits
can be safely used without fear of breach of confidentiality if
the other end point and application are secure.

F. Inter-node classical channels
Inter-node classical channels are required to coordinate
with other nodes. All classical attacks aimed at inter-node
classical channels may be possible.

From the point of view of integrity and availability, a
quantum repeater system seems to be not so different from
a classical network system. A repeater includes classical computing hardware and threats to both integrity and availability
can target that hardware. Of course, part of the hardware is
specially designed for a quantum system, but quantum system
hardware is just a special kind of hardware. As we have shown
in previous section, the possible attacks are very similar to
classical systems.

Attacks specific to quantum network system’s classical
channel might be possible in each of following categories (List
borrowed and modified to suit from Mitrokotsa’s work[22]).
We do not discuss each of them in detail.
1) Confidentiality: Classical attacks including but not limited to: eavesdropping, and other privacy threats such as
tracking.
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One of the keys to security of the quantum repeater system
is not a quantum system specific issue, but rather the classical
parts of the system, including the classical part of the quantum
node and classical network services in the node, which are
no different from classical network equipment. Mixed attacks
making use of a combination of quantum and classical parts
may also prove to be an important topic.
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This paper, comprising a framework of attack points and
goals, represents only the first step in assessing the security
of quantum networks. We plan to extend our study further as
engineers working in both classical and quantum networking,
to apply the lessons learned in classical networks to develop
a full taxonomy of attacks, assess mitigation strategies, and
ultimately minimize security issues with developing quantum
networks.
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